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MY TATTOOED MIND 

I’m the son of a Tattoo Artist and a former Stripper. They married at nineteen and had me 

two years later. In the earliest days Dad lounged around the apartment playing with me while 

Mom worked as a cocktail waitress at a gentleman’s club. Compared to the dancers she didn’t 

make much, and to help make ends meet she switched jobs. Then Dad used his art portfolio to 

land an artist position at Tigger’s Tattoo Shop in Deep Ellum. He used to bring home stickers 

and toys like Frisbees plastered with Tigger’s logo of a 1950’s family dining on a traditional 

tattoo heart, the words “Tattoos are for Breakfast” scripted on a wrapping banner. Mom quit 

dancing and my relationship with them flipped. Dad was no longer around and in his stead Mom 

stayed home keeping me company. Although I didn’t understand the implications of where I 

came from then. 

It was July 4th1996. Dad and I watched fire-works alight the night sky in brilliant shades 

of red, blue, purple and green from a grassy hill not far from North Mesquite Hospital. Mom just 

gave birth to my little brother Ian, and Dad quit his job at Tigger’s to open his own shop in 

Addison. Each time one of the rockets shot up I covered my ears from the deafening boom, mind 

racing about who my brother was going to be and how much fun we would have playing 

together. Even though I knew the celebration was national, forevermore it was a personal one for 

us. I pretended all the fireworks were for my brother and later I came to associate them also with 

the opening of Cat Tattoo. But the little time I had with Dad before would be nonexistent. He 

always seemed stressed and quick to agitate. He became the boogeyman Mom threatened me 

with when I misbehaved. And over time that’s the lens with which I came to view my Dad 

during those years. 
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We were living in a small house in the suburbs of Mesquite and the drive into Dallas and 

to the shop was roughly an hour depending on traffic. With Ian strapped into his baby car seat, 

and me buckled in the back to keep him company, Mom took us to see the new studio. Nestled in 

the corner of Beltline and Beltway in Addison, Cat Tattoo was a small shop painted in yellow 

and black stripes as a play on the construction company Caterpillar. Dad used to wear one of 

their hats all the time and had little construction cars lined up in the display cases along with 

jewelry reflecting harsh fluorescent lighting. But I didn’t notice the trinkets and oddities until 

much later. The first thing I remember walking in was the sight of blood. Chairs were lined up 

along both walls and that all too familiar drone of the tattoo machine’s buzzing needle hummed 

beneath the music. Artists were carving custom-designed pieces, the staple of Dad’s shop as the 

first custom studio in Dallas, and their customer’s wincing, and scrunched faces told me 

everything I needed to know about what Dad does for a living. The temporary tattoos Dad gave 

me didn’t compare in delighting my curiosity or terrifying me with the violence accompanying 

the real art as opposed to the imitation. I couldn’t imagine sitting through all that pain to have a 

permanent mark, and even though I liked to say I would have big tattoos someday like Dad I felt 

unsure about myself and whether I could handle the pain and commit to having something for the 

rest of my life. 

Dad spent seven days a week at the shop with a handful of other artists trying to pay rent 

and make ends meet. Which was fine with me, I associated him with yelling and punishment. 

But there were times when he would come home early and pick up food for everyone and be in a 

pleasant mood. I recall riding with him one night to a local Ma and Pa’s restaurant for some 

potpies, Dad’s favorite, when he explained to me we were tight on money. The word ‘poor’ 

arrested my attention and seized me with a sense of panic, anxiety and fear the likes of which has 
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ever haunted me. My childish mind conjured a dramatic projection of how terrible my life was 

going to be and although Dad found my concern to be humorous, this feeling would return again 

and again to plague me with doubtful thoughts about who I was and my limitations. The shop 

was barely making its rent and he was merely trying to explain why I couldn’t have all the toys 

and games I came to expect without the additional costs of having a new sibling around on top of 

growing a business. 

No one in school shared my background. When the age-old juvenile comparisons of 

whose dad could beat up the other kid’s dad came up I never had to defend why my Dad would 

win. There were stereotypes associated with the industry and being tough was one of them. And 

the kids either liked my unorthodox upbringing or judged me because of it.  Growing up in the 

Bible-Belt without a strong religious background and in a sub-culture expressively looked down 

upon by some of the Christian Community created obstacles challenging my sense of identity. 

Mom grew up Southern Baptist but Dad disliked his own upbringing in Christianity. He insisted 

I choose for myself what I wanted to believe despite Mom’s protests and the general consensus 

of pamphlet providing teachers talking about the benefits of bible study. One night I told them I 

wanted to attend church. Dad asked me why and I tried to explain it was because of how out of 

place I felt at school and the fear that my soul was going to hell because I didn’t go to church 

according to classmates. Dad understood and let me investigate for myself. The Sunday school 

scenario was enticing because of how fresh and new it was but I quickly became bored. There 

were students I recognized; surprised by my attendance, and the teacher did her job just fine. Still 

the stories didn’t enrapture me with their supposed importance. The “Jesus is the Answer” 

posters on the walls weren’t welcoming as much as they were oppressive to me in their 

conviction. I didn’t know what the question was to begin with, and my willingness to go along 
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with the program was as successful as the teacher’s attempt to instruct a moral lesson through 

giving each student a carrot and a snickers bar, demanding we choose the carrot, ‘the grace of 

god’ first before enjoying our sinful treat. When no one was looking I chunked the carrot in the 

trash and devoured the chocolate. 

Three years passed and the Dallas Stars win the Stanley Cup in 1999. They decided to 

commemorate the occasion with tattoos at Cat Tattoo. News crews came in to film the players 

getting their ink and Dad, along with Grandpa and my Uncle took pictures together with the Cup. 

I watched a VHS tape with the news coverage recorded and marveled at how excited everyone 

seemed. It was a celebration marking a shift in fortunes for the entire family. The shop was more 

than able to pay its rent and make a profit. Cat Tattoo’s doors would remain open for business 

indefinitely at the cost of my parent’s marriage. An accumulation of issues drove a wedge 

between them and Dad’s absence keeping the shop afloat made it difficult for them to resolve 

these problems. Dad fought for custody rights and won Ian and me. At the time I was scared of 

the man and my future living with him. It had been so long since our time together in that small 

apartment when I was but a toddler without a care and awareness of the world. Again the 

suffocating fears accompanying ‘what if?’ crept into my thoughts and I imagined my new life in 

Dallas to be a constant chorus of demands and scolding, but Dad was different. 

The morning they officially split apart, Dad woke me with tears running down his cheeks 

telling me how everything was going to be okay. I could hear Mom’s sardonic laughter in the 

background, and I watched in horror when he begged her on hand and knee to stay together and 

she laughed again and kicked him.  Ian was far too young to remember the incident, much less 

understand what was happening at the time. The three of us, Dad, Ian and me cried together over 

our immediate family breaking apart, and my crippling anxiety, like turning a pressure valve 
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would dissipate for a time, only to rear its horrendous head when I felt unsure of myself or put 

under pressure. But more importantly I witnessed Dad as a vulnerable person instead of the large 

tattooed, intimidating man everyone else saw, and no longer was he the boogeyman of my youth. 

We made a pact to take care and look out for each other. Again my parental relationships flipped. 

The animosity I once held for Dad shifted to Mom. 

We moved from Mesquite to an apartment in Dallas. I switched schools and the shop was 

slowly but surely remodeled from its construction theme to a blue and purple scheme with skulls 

and cats. The size of the shop doubled to better accommodate more customers as well as new 

artists and the better business became the easier our home lives were. After moving from 

apartment to apartment for some time, Dad, Ian and I found the house we would spend the rest of 

our childhood together. 

Six years after the divorce passed before I turned fifteen and became eligible to 

apprentice at the shop on my weekends for extra cash and training. My duties included 

answering the phone, greeting customers and getting them in contact with the proper artist for 

their needs. The artists were welcome to tip me for cleaning their equipment and sending plenty 

of business their way. I mopped the floors in the morning before we opened and at night when 

we closed. A redheaded feisty woman named Shea, our resident piercer taught me the basics of 

piercing on the side and I often watched her perform everything from simple nose piercings to 

complex surface anchors. The way blood made me queasy in my youth hardly fazed me at this 

point. 

Before I worked at the shop Ian and I spent our afternoons following school with Dad 

since he couldn’t afford to constantly pay a baby sitter and he preferred to keep an eye on us. We 

watched the artists work and talked with them, and so the sight of blood became commonplace 
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and unworthy of note. But the prospect of actually operating on a person still terrified me 

tremendously. Shea and the other piercers I came to study under made the procedures look so 

effortless and easy, but I doubted my ability to not only determine the best placement for all 

these piercings but also hitting my mark, chasing the needle with jewelry and making it look 

perfect. I felt it was too much responsibility and I imagined all the awful scenarios involving a 

disgruntled customer and myself over a botched piercing. I knew piercing would be a great way 

to make money while getting through school but I always put the notion far from my mind even 

as I studied the art, thinking that I had plenty of time before I would ever have to seriously 

consider applying what I learned over the next five years. 

The typical apprentice looking for a job is liable to get a good hazing before ever picking 

up proper tools, and despite being the owner’s son; I had to learn how to earn everyone’s respect 

by growing a thick skin and being able to dish out as much trash talk as my co-workers. This task 

wasn’t easy. 

One day while working the counter there were a couple drunken redneck overweight 

gentlemen requesting I find the best artist to create Chuckie the Doll matching tattoos on their 

upper arms. Their cherry-red faces shook with their constant chuckling and loud gibbering back 

and forth between each other concerning the details of this tattoo to which they relayed back to 

me like they were sharing a hilarious private joke. They requested Chuckie holding his hands up 

with both middle fingers up, and they nearly fell over laughing as they demonstrated to me with 

their own hands, four meaty red middle fingers pointed in my face. I felt my face flush, and I 

held returned fire with my own middle fingers asking, “Like this”? In the middle of our middle 

finger standoff they laughed again and walked away. Although it felt good to speak back, I later 

learned the best option for dealing with drunks and other obnoxious customers was to simply not 
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take them seriously and the interaction became bearable. A year of handling customers like this 

later, I learned making money for everyone took precedence over my own pride. 

We had a bulky, bodybuilding guy named Billy who used to work at the shop for a while. 

He came from Memphis and used that for his tattoo nickname. When the shop was really busy I 

felt anxious when I brought requests to Memphis he didn’t like. He was notorious for having a 

bad attitude. One day while he was eating and the only available artist I had a black and grey 

request. Shea was eating nearby when I hesitantly told him, and then he proceeded to tell me 

how each artist has specialties and preferences and I should remember he likes color pieces. I 

retorted with, “I’m sorry, I thought you were an artist.” And Shea stood up and made a scene, 

laughing and pointing at Memphis. “Kaleb just got you good”! 

Whenever I brought something to him after that, he took it without a single complaint and 

made time to converse with me about hobbies and art when we had free time. I felt I made a 

stand and stood victorious for once. The feeling became addictive. 

The prospect of piercing professionally still scared me. Handling phones, talking to 

customers and cleaning the shop became a methodical practice but joining the crew and having 

my own number on the register was a huge deal. Over the years many artists and piercers came 

through the shop and I learned cool tricks and interesting information from all of them. But 

Brittany, my Dad’s girlfriend became my longest mentor and master in the piercing arts. She was 

the complete opposite of Shea’s nonchalant attitude towards work and piercing. Brittany was 

serious and very set in her methodology and insistent that I disregard my past training and 

assume I was starting anew under her tutelage. 

My mother at the time had remarried, and when she found out about Brittany moving in, 

she asked me if I was getting a new mother. The encounter was infuriating, and served only to 
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feed my frustration and distaste for Mom’s company. I got a new friend and master, and although 

her lessons were strict and tough, I became a better piercer because of her. The problem with 

becoming a good piercer is accepting the inevitability of making mistakes. I was so scared of 

failure practicing on people made my hands shake profusely whenever I held the needle with a 

willing customer in the chair. To get started we offered free piercings for the practice and those 

first piercings each felt like an eternity when I shut the door and stood practically alone, Brittany 

there to observe and make pointers where necessary as I struggled with my deep-seated 

anxieties. Thankfully speaking with customers was normal to me at this point in training, but 

marking them properly and to their liking took time, and handling the forceps to hold their 

various body parts in place took even longer to master. They aren’t meant to be comfortable, but 

misuse can be near tortuous. Keeping all this in mind, I have to talk myself through each step 

that follows, lubing the needle up, making my hand stop shaking, and letting the customer know 

and be calm before I create the puncture wound, push the needle through and get jewelry in and 

on tight. Each procedure started with an anxiety attack and ended with a cathartic release of 

tension combined with a sense of accomplishment and empowerment. It was becoming less 

difficult to imagine myself the piercer I rejected so long ago. Maybe my inadequacies weren’t 

tangible limitations but insubstantial conceptions meant to be shattered in favor of a healthier 

attitude.  

When I graduated high school and started college at University of North Texas in 

Denton, I finally got my own number at the register and was given a few days out of the week to 

pierce. Those first few days by myself without Brittany to rely on for assistance dragged on 

much longer than normal days felt. I wanted to make every piercing perfect, and my hands 

refused to stop shaking when I felt particularly unsure about a piercing. Yet the days passed and 
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with each month the tension in my chest lessened. I got used to having to face my anxiety every 

day at work and somehow it made the feeling less influential of my behavior. Nostril and ear 

piercings became routine. My confidence expanded, and I started to truly enjoy my work. In 

some ways I even thought it was delightfully easy. Unlike most work environments, I could 

dress and look however I wanted. Beanies, t-shirts with silly graphics and sayings on them no 

matter how vulgar weren’t an issue. I’d wear baggy jeans and sneakers on the regular. I could 

keep my piercings in, including my septum and gauged ears without a thought or care. The music 

was always enjoyable, and I could speak my mind about anything and everything. It didn’t feel 

like work so much as it felt like hanging out with a bunch of my friends. My customers were 

either pleasant to serve or a handful and even so, they were paying me to essentially hurt them 

with a needle. And it was that much easier to just keep my mouth shut, do my job and make 

money. Becoming a piercer was incredibly important in teaching me my capabilities and 

instilling a sense of daring and willingness to push myself no matter how uncertain or scared I 

was of the imagined results of those endeavors. 

I inflicted pain for a living and I wanted to prove to myself I could handle pain too. For 

years I admired the work Cat Tattoo produced including the art our artists wore on their bodies. 

My Dad is tattooed from the neck down in a full black tribal body suit. I wanted to wear my own 

art not only because of aesthetic preference but I considered the act of getting tattooed to be a rite 

of passage. I hated being asked where my tattoos were growing up, even when I was a minor and 

too young to legally receive a tattoo. Talking about it became a dull repetitive process almost as 

taxing as explaining to strangers why I wouldn’t give them discounts just because we attended 

school together and they had the gall to ask. 
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Many artists have what we call in the industry, ‘Patchwork’ pieces that include multiple 

small tattoos bunched together to fill up a person’s arms and body. Most people prefer to start 

small to see how well they take to getting tattooed and become addicted and slowly add more 

and more overtime. I’ve lost count how many people have told me how addicted to tattoos they 

were after their fear went away. Despite conquering some of my deep-seated fears I still 

wondered how I would handle getting tattooed. And I didn’t want to start small and end up with 

patchwork like many of our artists and customers. I set my mind to getting a full-sleeve because I 

loved how fully planned out big pieces looked on the body. If properly constructed they flowed 

with the body and gave it an aesthetic dimension other small tattoos cannot accomplish. I made 

the request when I was eighteen and Dad drew out concept work, a full sleeve teddy bear 

samurai that would cover my entire right arm from wrist to shoulder. We planned to combine 

black and grey tattoo schemes with color work to fill in the characters and backgrounds in a 

modern take on traditional Japanese sleeves. Its symbolism and meaning were extensive to me, 

they included a broad list of interests I carried from a young age and I knew if I could commit to 

the process I would love the tattoo more than I would any other small piece I might randomly 

place on my body. But in exchange Dad request I wait three years, hanging the art on my 

bedroom wall to look at and study before committing to a tattoo that even with the most 

sophisticated removal technology would be impossible to remove. 

Dad warned me I was going to be entering a sub-culture and the world would look at and 

react to me differently than if I stayed a tattoo free white man. But I already felt ‘marked’ on the 

inside from growing up in the shop and living amongst tattooed people. I wanted my body to 

reflect my mind. Already I recognized the way people stared at my father like he was either a 

criminal or a character out of a comic book. Already I felt like I was working inside a ‘zoo’ when 
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people walked by and peered into the shop windows, watching us like we were striped animals. 

When leaving Cantina Laredo next door, it was commonplace for suited up businessmen and 

women to make loud quips back and forth about the preposterous notion of getting tattooed next 

door. Already conservative Christian families who enjoyed my company determined I shouldn’t 

date their daughters because I came from a family of tattooed people and we were going to hell 

because of our marks. Not everyone treated us that way, I grew accustom to either being 

subjugated because of my background or commended for having an unorthodox and unique 

perspective. The people who shunned us I didn’t care for, and the people who accepted us were 

kind and open-minded. I was all too proud to wear my ink and not allow the views of society 

determine how I should and shouldn’t express myself. 

My mother wasn’t pleased when she found out. She was so worried about me because I 

didn’t attend church or care what they had to say about tattoos she contacted me in a panic to 

discuss the future of my eternal soul. It was difficult not to respond with anger and resentment. It 

took patience and compassion, and the compassion came from a sudden realization about my 

mother’s condition. After working at the shop and getting tattooed the old panic, which used to 

seize and paralyze me had weakened so much that I no longer let it affect my choices and how I 

wanted to live my life. A simple thought came to mind. What if my Mom had the same feelings 

of anxiety and panic I felt all my life? What if it was ten times worse and it only got stronger 

over the years? If all the decisions my Mom made that pissed me off and created a rift between 

us was fear-driven, I could have compassion for her. I knew this was the case. No longer was I 

the angry and scared child of my youth. I needed to have patience and compassion not only for 

her then, but also for all the people who make judgments about tattooed people out of fear. The 

look on the average person walking into the shop is one of anticipation and anxiety. Working in 
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that environment for so long made me numb to the feeling I experienced so long ago as a small 

boy with my baby brother and mother. I knew responding with anger would only serve to feed 

the negative stereotypes of my sub-culture. Finally, I came to terms with Mom; though we 

essentially agreed to disagree. I had to accept her identity as much as my own. It helped shape 

who I was, who I became, it all coalesced into the ink of my tattooed mind. 
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My First Tattoo 

Smoking Teddy Bear 

“Are you ready to change the way people look at you, forever?” -Dad 

The first time I got tattooed was the easiest experience and the shortest. It only takes a 

fraction of the time to grey line the essential outline Dad and I worked on every couple weeks for 

the next year and a half. Splayed across my flesh, the entirety of my whole right arm, from wrist 

to shoulder was the faint signature blue of the stencil, which was a copy of the drawing he made 

for me. It was strange seeing it there on my skin. I stared at the image as a drawing on my wall 

for three years, from when I turned 18 until the promised moment of my 21st birthday. Dad had 

sketched my request: A Teddy Bear masked samurai brandishing dual blades reminiscent of the 

legendary Miyamoto Musashi was on my arm in three different places, culminating in three 

distinct tattoos merged into a singular piece, a sleeve, and I wanted nothing less for my first 

experience. On the forearm he held the blades in a dynamic pose, ready to strike, contrasting 

with the image of him on my upper arm, swords sheathed, and trails of smoke emanating from 

the hand rolled joint in his hand. And last but certainly not least was the little girl holding her 

precious teddy bear on the inside of my arm. Together they told a story. One coinciding with the 

narrative they came from, an animated film called Afro Samurai, but also a personal narrative. It 

was a film Dad and I watched together years ago, an amalgamation of everything I grew up with 

culturally thanks to my dad’s influence. The Rza from Wu-Tang composed the score, with 

Samuel L. Jackson providing the voice for the protagonist, with a rival, the teddy bear samurai 

who embodied some tropes reminiscent aesthetically and plot-wise with Darth Vader. Hip-Hop, 

Samurai, Gunslingers, all set in a post-apocalyptic scenario was like a dream come true. I’d 
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wondered up until that point what I might get tattooed one day, and when I saw the teddy bear, I 

somehow knew this was the image I wanted to wear on my body for the rest of my life. 

A bear’s head is taken, adopted into a mask for a character who seeks revenge for what 

has happened to his loved ones, situated in a cool snowy mountain scene, smoking and waiting. 

He is my adolescent self, caught in rage, railing against the circumstances of his predicaments in 

life. 

It all started with the first step. That first day was the most exciting and nerve-wracking. 

Dad’s office was still in the back room of his tattoo shop, Cat Tattoo in Addison, at this point 

before the twenty-year anniversary remodel happened. Later this small white room covered in 

bookshelves laden with Japanese art books, tattoo collections and odd knickknacks like a piece 

of the Statue of Liberty from a client of his who brought home some plates and bolts after 

working on it would eventually become my piercing room. 

Dad put on his glasses, the only time he ever wears them is when he tattoos, as well as 

the apron that makes him look like Dexter the Serial Killer. He was in his early forties and 

youthful in mannerisms and appearance, but the gray whiskers were becoming more obvious. He 

was heavily tattooed. Dad has what’s called in the Tattoo Industry, a body suit, comprised of 

mostly tribal work. Bold black shapes from the sides of his neck all the way down to his thighs, 

etched across his sleeves, chest, and entire back. They have a variety of meanings and designs 

that always captures attention. He asked if I’m ready. I smiled and nodded. He seemed to be 

asking both of us the same question because he waited a moment to steel himself for the 

procedure. He has over twenty-five years of experience and the sheer thought of tattooing me 

stresses him out. He applied the stencil, which was a copy of the drawing he made for me years 
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ago that acts like a temporary tattoo for the guidelines and has his machines on a moveable tray, 

his inks laid out in methodical order. 

“Here we go.” He said and did a slight tilt of his chin pointed downward and to the side 

when he began to focus, the machine buzzing in his gloved hands. His brow furrowed. He pursed 

his lips. He leaned forward and then pulled back in continued thought. Then there was a moment 

before he started lining the stencil that I doubted my decision. What if I couldn’t go through with 

it? Was I not worthy of joining this community? Would the pain be too much? 

The needle stabbed into my wrist but pain was fairly muted. A faint sting over and over 

again. I instantly relaxed and laughed it off. “This is it?” I asked, and he shook his head, “It gets 

worse. I’m just scratching you right now.” He clarified and I think I understand but I don’t. I 

simply won’t until I’ve spent much more time in the chair. There’s a metallic taste in my mouth I 

washed out with soda, and my palms were consistently sweaty regardless of how many times I 

wiped them. My co-workers, new and old trickled in and out of the room at regular intervals for 

encouraging cheers and chiding playful remarks, “Looks great kid.” “What the fuck is that?” 

“Dude I’m really digging your choice there.” And my personal favorite from a regular client 

getting his back covered with intricate marble steps looked at me with absolute surprise, “Are 

you crazy? Your whole arm for your first tattoo?” 

Yes. I never liked the patchwork of multiple small tattoos on the body. I adored big 

planned out pieces and I wanted one of my own. Dad chuckled and kept working on me. I felt 

like I’ve gone through a rite of passage and I’m no longer the child that I was when I entered the 

shop. My arm is grey-lined from wrist to shoulder and it only takes a couple hours. The marks 

are faint, mere guidelines like the stencil for the real work that was to come, but I’m tattooed. 

The sheer giddiness I felt when the lines and the smoking teddy bear on my upper arm don’t 
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wash off in the shower was unmistakable and boundless. That’s when the concept of permanence 

really hit home. I almost panicked, parallel in intensity to my excitement. Was this really what I 

wanted? I remember feeling as if I’d already stepped over the precipice, that there was no going 

back. And it came as a comfort to realize I didn’t want to go back, even as the hot water poured 

over my swollen, tender right arm, the lines etched in my flesh, I knew this was for me. I laughed 

while steam rolled out of the shower and fogged the bathroom mirror. I wiped it with my right 

hand, noticing the lines as I reached out, and seeing them on my body from the mirror was 

incredibly satisfying. I felt more complete than I was the day before. 

Little Girl 

“You don’t just pay for a sleeve with money. You earn it” -Dad 

Forty hours of sitting in the chair, approximately a year worth of work later and we have 

a guest in Dad’s new office at the private studio across the street from the main shop. Photos of 

family and a small table covered in playboy bunnies flank the bookshelves. My girlfriend of one 

year at the time, Heather, pleaded to watch me get the color get added onto the black and grey 

work already covering my arm. She is skinny and lanky. I had mixed feelings about letting her 

come. On the one hand I love her and my tattoo is one of the things that attracted her when we 

met. I want to show her how getting tattooed by a professional looks like and what a tedious 

process it can be. And yet on the other I haven’t had work done in a while and we were returning 

to one of the most sensitive spots on my arm. The inside upper portion of the arm is incredibly 

sensitive compared to other sections and I didn’t want to reveal how much it hurt me to have 

work done there but she doesn’t seem to mind. 
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The little girl, her expression one of surprise and concern, clutching her teddy bear tightly 

on the inside of my arm represented that part of myself I kept protected, sheltered from the woes 

and worries of the world much like how her straw hat caught the rain and helped her remain dry. 

Heather with her long dark hair and placating smile squeezed my hand when Dad put his 

foot on the pedal, hesitant at first, always it seemed right before we started again, sending energy 

into the machine, buzzing to life, and he punctured color into my inside arm. I have to remind 

myself not to cry out. The pain arrested my mind. We haven’t gone 5 minutes in and I’m already 

sweating profusely. And I can see Dad is too in his own way. He seemed fidgety, more focused 

than usual. His brows were furrowed, lips pursed in practice. I panicked while he colored in her 

cute straw hat. I don’t feel the needle where it should be. It’s hitting a nerve somewhere and the 

sensation prickled up and down the inside of my arm. Even though it’s the inside of my upper 

arm It feels like Dad was tattooing my armpit. It is terrible. “Fuck, fuck, fuck. I forgot how much 

this sucks.” I exclaim. Heather and Dad laughed. I don’t think its funny. “Sorry I’m not trying to 

be a pussy.” I try and excuse myself but Dad just smirked the way he does when he’s got a 

smartass comment to chide me with, “Then don’t be one,” He said nonchalantly and I bow my 

head, counting my breaths, trying not to consider the next four hours of torture I’m about to 

endure. Getting tattooed builds bonds, not only with others but also with ourselves. It’s only 

through pain that we learn who we are, and the wonderful thing about tattoos are how they turn 

pain into something beautiful that we can wear and show off on our bodies. You can take away a 

person’s clothing and possessions, but you can’t take their tattoos from them. You can’t easily 

remove the memories and scars associated with the art form. 

The pussy remark sounded harsh, but Dad was only teasing. He always gave me a hard 

time but in an affectionate way. I’d be worried the day he doesn’t crack jokes with me, even at 
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my own expense, I’m supposed to roll with the punches and come up with an even better line. 

And that’s a general rule for hanging out and living in a tattoo shop anyways. But I was hurting 

and Heather’s presence, her beautiful hazel eyes covered by her glasses looking at me and her 

acceptance was my oasis in a desert of pain. She brought water and coke-cola to alleviate my 

cottonmouth and dry throat.   

We took five minutes breaks every hour or so. I’d stand up and stretch my feet, Heather 

would go outside for a cigarette and I’d use the restroom and try to not think about my arm. Dad 

would attend to his ever beeping phone, constantly bombarded with calls, texts and emails for 

work. He aptly describes the phone his ‘leash’. The breaks are helpful and not so much at the 

same time. On the one hand I’m thankful for the reprieve. Constant pain tires the body and spirit. 

I had to embrace the pain to endure it. A meditation and acceptance of what was happening to 

me and there was nothing I could do to stop it. My mind thought back to the movie Fight Club, 

to the moment when the narrator is getting a chemical burn and is told to accept the pain, the 

reality of his experience, the epiphany that we’re all going to die one day. I tried to make it my 

daily lesson and meditation. It was helpful. But only for so long. Dad was a little heavy handed, 

so when we return from break and start again, it’s harder to get back into a groove of acceptance, 

of meditation without exclaiming the occasional “Fuck this.” in protest precisely because I can’t 

simply say fuck this and walk away. I technically could but the mark is there, I offered my flesh 

and must finish what I’ve started. Otherwise it is a constant reminder of my failure. 

I can’t tell whether Heather is more fascinated with the tattoo or how I’ve handled this 

painful part. “I’ve never seen you hurting like that.”  She said and I nod without protest. That 

was one of the reasons why I didn’t want her here in the first place. But what’s done was done. 

There was value in showing her this right? 
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I felt exposed, not only my arm but my Self. And it was worth it. I’ve never 

underestimated the communal experience of getting tattooed. Sharing pain is cathartic, 

invigorating, and humbling. To have a companion witness was a commonplace ritual. To share 

in the experience even though they cannot feel what you’re feeling, their presence alleviates the 

worst of it. Sometimes feeling someone close by is all I ever needed to struggle and overcome 

the pain. 

Master Sunset Samurai 

“I’m proud of you kid.” -Dad 

While Dad and I were heading home from one of our sessions I kept my swollen wrist 

elevated, babying it while we waited at the red light. The wrist is much more sensitive than I 

remembered. Dad had a mag out, which has a bunch of clumped together needles soaked in black 

ink as he raked it across my wrist, creating the thick bold shape and swirls of smoke and a design 

reminiscent of some of the boldness of his own tattoos. Blood pooled and dripped, and every few 

minutes or so he grabbed another paper towel sheet from his collection on the station and wiped 

it with an antibacterial solution that kept the wound clean and easy to work with. I adored the 

boldness the most about my first tattoo. It was something fresh and original, mine own, and yet it 

also honored and incorporated what I loved about my Dad’s tattoos. Although I was never sure 

I’d become as heavily tattooed as him, I knew I wanted to emulate at least some of his style into 

my own, make it a part of my identity as much as I shared my blood with the man I respected 

most. 

My favorite tattoos of his are on his hands. They’re black, matching the rest of his work, 

but fashioned from Stephen King’s Dark Tower series, symbols of Order and Chaos, a rose and 

spiraling eye respectively. We bonded over those books, and their metaphysical and 
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philosophical conceptions inspired the tattoos on his hands and my own envy and respect for 

them. I was both impressed and enamored with them, and wished that maybe one day I could 

have hand tattoos as cool, or close to, my dad’s own work. 

Being heavily tattooed isn’t for everyone, and it takes a considerable amount of time and 

patience to achieve the look with quality work. I respect anyone who achieves this for 

themselves, as even my Dad has put it, “You don’t just pay for that amount of work, you earn it 

sitting in that chair.” And that’s what I wanted to do. Earn it piece by piece if necessary. Since I 

wasn’t being charged for the work, I tried my best to sit through every session as a perfect client. 

Any fidgeting, which can be difficult to avoid, can ruin the line work, especially for intricate 

spots, such as the eyes of the bandaged samurai on my arm. And it would be a mistake I earned. 

So I rarely shifted in my seat, straining, fighting against my arms impulse to shake and move, 

and endured for four to five hours at a time. For some reason the movie Memento came to mind, 

not that I have problems with memory loss or anything extravagant like that, but I’m curious 

what message I’m leaving myself through these marks? What would I think of them if I couldn’t 

remember why I got them in the first place? 

The sunset of my forearm, a samurai wrapped in the bandages of a life of conflict, 

emerged stronger, glorious and victorious. The dynamic position of his pose is one of 

anticipation, to take on anything the world has to throw at him. It is a narrative of tragedy, trials, 

and triumph. 

More shading along the forearm, smoking emphasized, one of the blades swiping across 

the arm still waiting to be filled in with the reflected terrified expression of an enemy being cut 

down. 
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Dad and I have always been close, he raised my little brother and I as a single father after 

all so I’ve always respected and loved him, and he’s always returned the love and respect back. 

That was why I wanted him to do my first tattoo. It was more than just a first tattoo for me. It 

was a gift from my father I could have for the rest of my life.  

During that session we finished all the black and grey necessary on my forearm, I was 

curled up in a blanket, my arm snuggly secured in saran wrap to keep the blood from dripping 

out, and as a way to make the body heal faster for those first few days of after care, and I 

remember Dad looked away from the road while we waited at the red light on Beltline and 

Beltway and he clasped my left shoulder, the bare one, not tattooed, and he smiled. “I’m proud 

of you kid.” He told me. My heart swelled. The pain in my right arm dulled. “It’s weird making a 

person, and the canvas I’m permanently marking forever. Thank you for being patient and never 

rushing me to get you taken care of, It’s reminded me that I should be feeling this more for every 

client I work on, they’re all someone’s son or daughter, but I guess I haven’t thought about it like 

that in a long time.” He spoke softly, and I nodded, “No problem pops, thanks for putting all the 

time and effort in. Wouldn’t want anyone or anything less for my first tattoo.” I returned the kind 

gesture. We sat together in a comfortable silence, prolonging the moment. For such a busy part 

of town it seemed like we were the only ones on the road that night. I embraced the public 

private space we shared with a smile. The traffic light turned green and we went home. 
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The Blacksmith’s Buddha 

Since I was a teenager I've had the distinct and profound pleasure of knowing and 

counting the Blacksmith amongst my closest confidants. I call Jon the Blacksmith because 

welding and metal works are tools of his previous trade, which we employed for the Buddha 

Statue in our living room. He was a roguish temperamental man in his mid-twenties and a co-

worker at Cat Tattoo, my father's business. This guy's life was eventful, to put it in the lightest of 

terms, and the lessons I've taken from his firsthand experience remain a constant reminder in my 

decisions. His artistic talents in sculpting and tattooing inspired me to work more diligently in 

my own craft. He's made considerable progress in self-reflection but maybe people never truly 

change. 

Our perspectives may shift, lessons learned, but our core identity is concrete, an essence 

which persists from birth to death. And art can be an expression of our truth, an extension of 

ourselves, and a reminder no matter the circumstances of a life lived there is beauty born from its 

experience. 

In return for Jon's services Dad gave Jon an apprenticeship at the Shop, and brought this 

stranger into my work and home. I recall hearing his name mentioned in passing, unaware of 

what was to come, and how the job and his personal life would reflect each other, a huge 

endeavor riddled with obstruction and difficulty, yet poetically profound and life changing. 

His look remained rather consistent all this time, sporting a flat bill hat, bushy black 

beard, sharp almond eyes and shit eating grin with a wife beater, baggy and jeans and boots. 

Tattoos exposed with script on his neck, one unfinished mix match of faded lines and color on 

his left arm, and a grim samurai wrestling with a thrashing shark on the other ending in a sleeve 

with a snarling Japanese demon down to his hand. Those calloused hands, burnt and scarred, 
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from years of sculpting and welding all manner of creations. Jon fancied himself a hustler of 

sorts, fast and smooth talking, essentially a bullshit artist instead of an actual artist was the old 

consensus amongst our peers. This was not the case. Truly, he was an artist; one whose superb 

caliber can overshadow one's own enthusiasm with darkening doubt. 

Yet our fellow artists have called his quality into question at times. Indeed, heckling and 

rib jabbing with jokes tinged with sarcastic truths are commonplace at the shop, and it’s how we 

pass the time, but the older artists would put pressure on Jon to see how he 'swam amongst 

sharks'. 

However, it wasn't until when the stature neared completion our co-workers began to 

comprehend the magnitude of Jon's artistic genius. I remember the day he brought photos of the 

Buddha Statue from my house, and the dead silence which permeated across the entire floor of 

the shop, the buzz of work screeching to a halt as Jon's smile stretched ear to ear, holding the 

glory that was my fireplace. Bulging eyes, gasps, that atmosphere of instantaneous recognition, 

an unspoken comprehension and unanimous consensus they were dead wrong about Jon. 

They had no idea what even went into making the statue to begin with, the staggering 

amount of labor involved was boggling to watch first hand. It started with a frame crafted from 

long metal bars, some meticulously cut and melded together using a blowtorch. I distinctly 

remember the living room aglow in roaring splendor, Jon’s face obscured with his wielding 

mask, his gloves carefully wrapped around the metal and torch. It took months of intense 

dedication, but soon enough there was a massive metal framed statue fireplace in its infancy, a 

mere guideline of the real work that was to come later. His arms were calloused from years of 

numerous singes and burns. Far too many to count and yet he wore them with pride. Maybe even 

more than the tattoos. And more than the scars or tattoos he showcased his sculpting with a 
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certain kind of mastery like someone who knew what they were doing, how to do it well, and 

wasn’t self-conscious or shy about showing it off.  

In fact, even as Jon expressed his unbound joy in laughing fits, pointing fingers and 

cussing out half our co-workers, the other artists just took every bit of it without response, 

knowing deep down that Jon was likely the most talented and varied artist amongst them. I 

shared in his triumph when we'd talk about it later at the house, rolling joints, smoking and 

laughing about the victory and anything else we found funny. Dad’s garage was our smoke 

lounge. Handyman tools and motorcycles surrounded us, while a thick haze permeated the air 

above us like a miasma of pot scented smoke. There was a level of comfort and camaraderie we 

shared that was both effortless and enjoyable in its execution. Such was the nature of our 

friendship. We found common ground in our love for dry British comedy and anything absurd or 

politically incorrect. We'd poke holes in people's logic, and somehow manage to teeter-totter 

between the nonsensical and the philosophical with an ease and grace that perturbs even me at 

times.  

He's like the older brother I never had, a friend whose capacity rivals the bonds I forged 

in childhood, but within an adult context I hadn't dreamed possible. In many ways I considered 

him as much a mentor as he'd considered my father. Where Dad teaches practical wisdom and 

avoiding conflict, the very embodiment of my super-ego, Jon has a notorious history for 

hindering himself and hailing the id; Impulsive and almost barbaric with his temper and 

tempering his reason. At times when I felt tempted to act out and take risks for the sake of 

feeling alive, I'd ask Jon's opinion. 

Without fail, he would curl his lip, brows arched in deep consideration before answering 

truthfully, "Yes I'd do it, but If I would, that's probably a bad idea." No truer words have ever 
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been spoken. It may sound ill spirited, but much like the phrase, “What Would Jesus Do?” I find 

asking; "Would Jon do this?" to be an acceptable substitute. 

 I've always understood the negative consequence of such behavior in the long term but 

never so fully explored in an individual before, and part of me envies him. Not for the conflicts, 

but rather, the freedom he possessed in terms of recognizing his wants and desires and 

accomplishing them with such command, force, and at times finesse that I feel an attitude of 

cowardice towards my own enthusiasm for achieving goals and success. 

The irony was this very tenacity also caused the greatest hindrances to his wellbeing and 

healthy state of mind. When Jon first arrived, he already had two kids between two different 

women, one boy and one girl. 

Apparently, while having a falling out with one, he accidently impregnated another girl 

around the same time, and the accumulating backlash for his reckless decisions had rippling 

consequences for his relationships. From conversations between Jon and Dad, and a few of our 

own talks I gathered he lost the right to see his son, though my knowledge of the situation is 

vague at best, a curious part of me has always wanted to ask why but another part of me prefers 

to not bother him with the past. To make up for past errors in judgment he was working on 

reestablishing a connection with his daughter's mom so he could interact with her on a more 

daily basis. To my understanding this extended to drug abuse with alcohol and tobacco, and 

when these substances weren't enough, there was an endless supply of drama and anger supplied 

by his environment, and his own doing. 

Set clear on mental canvas was a portrait of Jon's character. A snarling demeanor 

splattered with red paint. Anger and Sadness intertwined and combined. His attitude, like with 

any other problem would be to attack it, self-medicating or more accurately self-numbing 
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himself to the anxiety and pain of the struggle. He was fighting so hard to conquer himself, and 

potentially destroy that which he sought salvage. And comparing the tones and colors of his 

motivations, cunning and experiential wisdom clarified to me the risks and rewards of always 

adhering to the id, or one's base desires constantly. 

Alongside my mental impression of Jon was the physical embodiment of the statue. As it 

grew Jon did as well. His tenacity in willingness to show up every week for the span of years 

spoke volumes of his core character. And the statue was a testament to his creativity. With the 

frame finished I watched him mix the concrete in big, incredibly heavy containers, a half dozen 

at a time. And when the mixing was complete I’d watch the coating process. He would sit there 

for hours with brush and concrete, applying layers along the base, building it up the sides, and 

slowly shape the solidifying concrete into desired shapes and textures resembling stone cut long 

ago. As the Buddha swelled with its concrete flesh, Jon etched cracks in the ‘rock’ itself, and 

within the base, where the logs go inside the fireplace he lined deep jagged claw marks from the 

growling Demon head set in the middle, caught between the Buddha above and the skull below 

in the base. 

Towards the middle of the second year, Jon found out a girl he was seeing off and on was 

pregnant with twins no less while still trying to patch things up with his daughter's mom. What 

made the situation worse however was the uncertainty. After two months he heard rumors 

through associated friends about another guy claiming to be the twin's father. She denied of 

course, but Jon wasn't sure of her integrity on the matter. Over the course of the next 7 months I 

watched with increasing concern over Jon's mental and physical well being. He started chain-

smoking and chugging red bulls just to get through the day. Countless hours were spent in my 

garage and outside the shop conversing about the latest update concerning the new kids on the 
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way, and it seemed whenever things were getting better, more manageable, something would 

shake poor Jon's world asunder into new chaos and confusion.  

  

I swear his life story is some strange work of fiction rather than fact, for the girl is the 

daughter of an Olympic Gymnastics coach, whom is friends with Jon's mom. For months he 

refused to tell his parents about the new babies and at the same time, Jon's mom was spending 

time with her unborn grandchildren, even rubbing the mom's tummy, without even realizing it. 

Fears began to compound. Worry over his parents reaction, how he was going to pay for two 

more children, much less maintain a relationship with his daughter's mom must have been an 

anvil on his chest and mind. Such affairs would terrify me with one kid, much less a total of four 

with a history of bad decision-making and the falling apart of relationships I cherished over and 

over again. 

Aside from his escapism he took the opportunity to pour himself into his work. He 

tattooed more, but he was also at the house six days a week practically while attending to the 

statue’s concrete needs. He offered to teach me at one point but I declined, I didn’t have the same 

eye as he did for the intricate details. Or the skill to shape what he saw in his mind into the 

concrete itself. I was entertained watching him work his magic. And it was in a way a kind of 

magic. He used bondo and wooden beams to create these Japanese inspired pillars surrounding 

the statue in all corners of the room, flanked at the top by black bamboo on the ceiling with a 

thick thatch finish, and the pillars looked like ancient tied together logs, with deep grooves and 

notches that sold the aesthetic illusion. Jon could take anything and make it look how he wished. 

He had the talent for it. And I envied the ingenuity. What would have cost tens of thousands of 

dollars he was able to create using a few thousand at the most.  
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Unfortunately, his personal issues trickled into our work lives, as the jokes and jabs 

usually given in good spirit and taken a sharp turn. One night a fellow artist made a comment 

about his kids not recognizing him in the future, and we all laughed and contributed till a snow 

ball effect had rolled out of proportion. Jon's lip quivered into the old familiar snarl, eyes like 

embers, and the tips of his canines protruding out from his lips. Jon’ steel fists clenched and 

primed to swing. He fought the basic urge to lash out and retreated outside for a series of smoke 

breaks. It was so bad I felt terrible afterward, and I later apologized just between us that I felt I 

should be helping him in times of need and distress rather than making things worse. The mutual 

respect we held for each other thankfully strengthened after the experience, and only then did I 

truly understand how much I enjoyed having the guy as a good friend.  

By the end of the third year the statue had reached a completion point where I didn’t see 

Jon at the house much anymore. The concrete coats gave bulk to the fireplace. An expression of 

acceptance in the gentle gaze of the towering Buddha with its extended hands grasping a 

nodachi, this huge Japanese sword dwarfed in its grasp. The demon snarled in the middle with a 

thick fat tongue extended past its maw, eyes wide, while the skull at the base was ever so lightly 

cracked, missing teeth, mortality at its conclusion. A faint green moss was painted across the 

entire statue, as if the structure was found somewhere distant and exotic, grown over with time. 

On either side of the statue the words, 'Know Thyself', and 'Know Thy Enemy', scripted in kanji 

are big and boldly carved into the rock. He embodied those words. He meditated on their 

meaning and became a better man and father in the process. The twins were his and instead of 

driving him into further despondency he found joy. There was satisfaction on Jon’s face 

whenever he walked into work with his twin kids holding his hands, toddlers with fascinated 

expressions of wonderment at the tattoo shop environment. He always looked proud. Much like 
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his craft, Jon was never one to shy away from showing off an accomplishment.  
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Giving Thanks 

It was a week before Thanksgiving when I got the call about Grandpa’s heart attack. It’s 

strange how a normal day can change within moments, like a filtered lens that shades and 

distorts every surrounding detail. My girlfriend, Heather, and I were waiting at the Chase Bank 

in Frisco for a withdrawal before picking up lunch at Pei Wei, with nothing more on our minds 

than anticipation for a hot meal, good shows and company when my Dad called. I remember 

thinking how peculiar the time of the call was and wondering what could he possibly want to talk 

about. He seemed so busy with the renovations at the shop and tattooing that a phone call in the 

middle of the day seemed odd. 

I knew something was wrong. Heather was busy with the ATM, and I answered, “Hello?” 

The sound of Dad’s voice as he returned the greeting was low, lacking in the gusty bravado I’ve 

become so accustom to, and that was the next hint. Already my pulse was rising, I felt my chest 

rise and fall in quicker cycles, and for reasons dating back to childhood, It’s as if I’m five years 

old again getting reprimanded. My mind was outpacing itself trying to discern what I did wrong 

before I can get an answer from him. That childish part of myself wondered if I was in, not that I 

had any particular reason on my mind, but the moment Dad made his intentions for calling clear, 

I wished I was in trouble. “Grandpa had a heart attack. He collapsed an hour ago and they’ve 

flown him to Baylor. Grandma is with him and is keeping me posted.” Grandpa was the one in 

trouble. And my heart sinks further down than I thought possible. Immediately I felt the calm, 

flowing river of my thoughts become quick emotional snap shots, distorted and blurry, mental 

pictures overexposed until the details became too obscure to pick apart from the background. 

Heather finished with the ATM and she’s looking at me with increasing concern. She 

must have felt like I did moments before, that knowing of something amiss but unsure what the 
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details were. I wished to return to ignorance, anything to flow rather than fight the current. Dad’s 

words cut through my shock, “I’m going to visit at 7. Don’t feel like you have to come if you’ve 

made plans, but your Uncle Derek is coming with me.” I shook my head, trying to clear the fog 

that threatened to consume me. “Of course I’m coming. We’re going to pick up food, eat and 

then be on our way.” We hang up. Baylor is an hour’s drive without traffic. I felt sick. 

Heather occupied herself with her transaction while I finished the phone call. Her glasses 

had fogged somewhat, and her head crooked to the side, wiping the lenses clean and sought eye 

contact with me, and when we locked eyes she knew without a doubt something was wrong. I 

still can’t believe it even as I utter each word, “Grandpa had a heart attack. They think he’s okay 

but it’s too early to be sure.” I choke back the tears and wailing I want to let out, while I see the 

recognition in her face immediately shift into everything I was feeling on the inside. Almost 

everything. The emotional moment suddenly turned bittersweet. Heather was teary eyed and 

beautiful with her long dark locks of hair, gorgeous hazel eyes with glasses and I welcome the 

distraction every time I look at her, Even as I worried and grieved for my Grandpa, I recognized 

the beauty of my girlfriend of nearly two years, someone I had come to consider as part of my 

family and was surprised how closely knit she became in relation to the rest of the family. Her 

tears invited my own, and together we held each other for the briefest and longest of moments. I 

knew I already loved her, but her comfort as I felt vulnerable and scared magnified the emotion. 

It is difficult to convey the conflicting feelings and ideas of life and death, love and loss during 

those brief minutes in the Chase Bank parking lot, but it was significant to my relationship with 

Heather and how I managed my worry for Grandpa, whose potential death uncovered a well of 

conflicting emotions in and of itself. 
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For too long I remember becoming frustrated with Grandpa. He was well into his sixties 

and for the last few years in particular I recall losing my patience with him on various accounts, 

from repeating stories, like the one about smuggling booze with his childhood friend Don 

Honeycut when they were teenagers, or from his days spent in the military reserve as a field 

medic.  I could tell better than he could these days, to conflicting ideas about politics and the 

particulars of philosophy and religion. I was no longer a teenager and although my favorite 

moments with Grandpa included discussions about these topics, I was now developing my own 

ideas and becoming increasingly impatient with my Grandpa’s ideas, conservative values, and 

questionable bravado while admittedly fascinating, felt outside of my time and I was admittedly 

embarrassed about the more redneck roots of some of these ideas that I simply disagreed with, 

especially concerning education, and party politics. 

These frustrations compounded with my grief into a heavy burden of guilt and regret. I 

couldn’t imagine not hearing him repeat another story. I couldn’t care less how badly it was told, 

and what details he forgot, if only to hear the comfort of his voice as he laughed and smoked 

cigarettes and drank whiskey, making his already red face a deeper shade of tomato than I 

thought possible. He often said, “Come see an old man sometime.” When we left his house after 

family events and visits, and that line haunted me the entire ride home. 

Uncle Derek and Dad are smoking joints in the garage, self-medicating before the 

hospital visit. For all the turmoil I felt, they seemed to be holding themselves together well. 

despite the circumstances, I don’t feel that ugly knot in the pit of my stomach the swells up every 

time I consider this might be the last day I see Grandpa. Dad and Derek offer and we all partake, 

passing two expertly rolled papers courtesy of my Dad before we all feel high enough to not fret 

the entire drive to the hospital. For the most part nothing is spoken between us all. We’re nearly 
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there when Derek gazed out the passenger window, “Trying to not think about it too much you 

know?” I manage a nod, and so does Heather, when Dad glanced over his shoulder, “Let’s just 

get there and see what’s going on.” 

It’s already dark when we park. Dad lead us, with Derek following close behind side by 

side with Heather and me. Every step forward is a mixture of excitement and dread. This wasn’t 

the first time I’ve visited Grandpa in the Hospital. He beat cancer and was too stubborn to quit 

cigarettes, but it never seemed an immediate life-threatening concern. They kept him in a room 

at the Cardiovascular Center of Baylor three floors above the lobby. The familiar smells of 

disinfectant and sterilized equipment remind me of work at the tattoo shop, and there is an odd 

comfort from it. 

We finally reached the room. Dad opened the door, and Heather is the only one in the 

room who hasn’t seen Grandpa hooked up like a machine before. Grandma looked tired. Her hair 

was all over the place, her frizzled blue sweater and pants thrown together in a last minute panic, 

and I recognized a deep heaviness in the black bags under her eyes. As if a foil to her, Grandpa 

was bright eyed and cracking jokes to the male nurse checking his vitals and explaining the 

schedule for the next couple days. Maybe it was the morphine talking, but he acted as if what had 

happened wasn’t a big deal at all. I wanted to believe it. I felt better just looking at his bright blue 

eyes, twinkling in that particularly mischievous way they always have, especially when he is 

grinning, and I couldn’t have been more grateful in that moment. 

The look on his face when we all came in was similar. Dad remarked later that he figured 

Grandpa wasn’t expecting such a turnout in visitors. I’m thankful our presence was a comfort to 

him; I can’t imagine how he felt. I recall him saying, “You gotta roll with what life throws at you 

and move on. If you can do that, you can get through anything.” I hugged him tight. Everything 
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seemed infinitely better than they were a few hours ago. Maybe the pot helped. We didn’t care if 

he could smell it or not, he would be the last person to judge us for it. He didn’t like it but he was 

so happy to see us it wasn’t brought up. What was important for me was that the filter changed, 

and no longer shaded the world in the bleak tones I was once feeling. 

The next few hours in the Hospital are light-hearted ones with a few exceptions regarding 

Grandpa’s health. Grandpa smiled when we asked how he was doing, “Oh I’m doing great. 

Except they won’t give me any whiskey.” He slurred, and we laughed until there was a pause 

when Dad finally voiced his concern, “That’s great and all, but what the hell is going on?” In a 

way he spoke for all of us. Grandpa’s face scrunched like paper, and Grandma and him both 

shook their heads. “I thought it was because of these meds I was taking. Feels like heartburn 

when I change doses sometimes, then it became the worst pain I’ve ever felt.” He pantomimed 

falling over, “That’s when I told Debra I needed help.” As if on cue Grandma spoke up, “Doctors 

believe there is blockage. He hasn’t had another episode and is stable right now. They’re running 

more tests tomorrow. Might put a stint if he needs it.” Dad and Derek wore the same expression 

Heather and I share. The monitor beeped at regular intervals in sync with his heart beat. It 

continued to drum on at a stable tempo. 

The nurse returned and made some alterations to the machines monitoring Grandpa and 

took a blood sample. Grandpa laughed. “I didn’t feel that at all.” The nurse chuckled back and 

offered, “If you’re masochistic I can get one of the training interns up here and make it hurt real 

good.” We all laugh. Grandpa shook his head, “I’ve had enough pain for one day thank you.” 

And the gravity of the situation managed to poke through the jest. They were going to monitor 

him closely throughout the night while Grandma drove an hour and half away to get home in 

Seven Points, Texas and clean up for tomorrow, even though I could see it in her eyes that she 
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desperately desired to stay. Grandpa knew she needed some time to rest and insisted she go. She 

checked to make sure the nurse had her contact, as well as ours, and he promised to call if his 

condition changed.  

We all didn’t want to leave when the time came, and we all hugged him goodbye. I 

wished I could have stayed longer, if only to maintain the interaction for a little while longer. For 

all I knew, this could be the last time I’d ever see him. The door closed. We escort Grandma to 

her car and she drives off, and we return to the house and smoke another joint while watching an 

episode of It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia. In a few hours I was no longer distraught. I tried to 

take Grandpa’s wisdom to heart, and manage a portion of his bravery and belief in moving 

forward no matter the circumstances.  

Derek went home, and one bottle of Jack Daniels later and I’m almost fast asleep with 

Heather in my bedroom. I thank her again for her companionship and comfort, and I let the 

darkness of night, an absence of thought takes my mind away. The next day I heard virtually no 

news until much later that night, after promising Heather to keep her updated, I finally tracked 

Dad down from his duties and demand an update of my own. “Apparently he’s had blockage for 

a long time, explains why he’s felt weak for a while. They managed to put a stint in without 

opening him up, he’s already doing better.” I nod and relax. A few careful days of monitoring 

him and Grandpa returned home in time to prepare for Thanksgiving.  

Thanksgiving came quicker than I’d anticipated. With every passing year the world 

seemed to turn faster, the events of my life more consuming, and the relativity of time made 

itself all too apparent to me on the car ride to my grandparents past Mabank and deep in Seven 

Points, Texas. For a small rural town that used to have only one road thirty years ago, all things 

considered the place had grown exponentially in the last decade. Great hallmarks of civilization, 
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like Sonic, Arcades and Supermarkets have found corners to set up shop. Billboards advertise 

Jesus, Miller Lite and Handguns thirty feet from one another, and somewhere in the thick of 

private lake residential housing my grandparents are preparing a meal. 

We parked in the driveway and a perpetual cloud of smoke hovers from the backyard 

grill and the open windows of the kitchen. Turkey, mushrooms, eggs, buttered mashed potatoes 

and all the bread I could ever eat all put together in one room, and the living room covered with 

desserts for every kind of sweet tooth; Pumpkin pie and cake and ice cream of various flavors 

with brownies and far too many cookies than I dare to eat wait for the entire family to arrive, and 

I’m excited for the feast. 

I’m far more excited to see Grandpa doing well. He wore his typical apparel, a grey t-

shirt with a front pocket for his cigarettes, yard-stained jeans and boots. His blue eyes twinkled 

and his lips made no effort to conceal that grin of his when we entered. It did wonders for my 

anxiety to see him up and walking with no apparent difficulty. I’m not sure if it’s the best thing 

for him to be drinking so soon, but I can’t bring myself to say anything about the cigarettes and 

the alcohol. He was grown and could make his own decisions, I was merely thankful to have him 

around for this day. I hugged him tight and we talked about video games, movies and shows 

recently added on Netflix like Marvel’s Daredevil. Any talk, no matter small or big was enough 

to satisfy me. When he started talking about running booze with Don Honeycut again I made 

sure to sit and listen, and appreciate the details I’d come to disregard as repetitious and 

unnecessary. I felt my previous attitude was the only thing ever out of place in those moments. 

We stuffed our faces. I ate a turkey leg straight off the bone, and Heather loaded her plate 

with a little bit of everything. It was pleasant and astoundingly quiet during those brief thirty 
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minutes to an hour. It wasn’t until I finished that I noticed the new, ridiculously huge TV in the 

living room. Apparently the last one was having problems and Grandpa was having difficulty 

seeing details while playing games. This thing was so bright and big I couldn’t imagine anyone 

over the age of 90 having difficulty with spotting details. 

Derek and his daughter Jessie broke out the video games and take advantage of the TV 

while Grandpa sat on the back porch with his whiskey, and Dad was out there with him, catching 

up and talking about philosophy. Somehow religion and politics managed to find a place in 

conversations and my Grandpa’s older brother Ronnie, a short rowdy Irishman with a motor 

mouth that ran constantly is loud enough to hear from the living room. I shook my head and 

avoided the conversation this time. Later I would sit in and listen like I always did, but instead I 

gathered Heather from the hammock between two ancient trees outside, met up with Dad and 

Derek and Grandpa and we all sat together and sipped on Shiner beer. 

When we finished we took a ride in the golf cart from the garage and stroll around the 

area, all with street names my Grandpa picked out as a little boy with his mom many years ago 

when they sold some of this property. The names belong to family I never knew, and serve only 

to emphasize the transient, passing nature of time. There is a man with his son at the docks 

fishing, and like most folks out in the country, whenever we passed by they waved at us, and we 

returned the gesture with good cheer and wishes for the holiday. 

The road was full of holes and half renovated so that we had to stick to one side or suffer 

the bumpiest ride of our lives. We found ourselves sitting around the big black table on the back 

porch, where Grandpa was deep in conversation with his brother Ronnie and Dad, each gulped 

their beers and waited for their time to contribute, sometimes unable to contain their thoughts 

and intruding on each other with outbursts and exclamations. Any other day I would have walked 
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off with Derek and lamented our lot in these conversations, and question why they insisted on 

doing circles on the same topics every year. Yet I couldn’t bring myself to leave.  

Ronnie adjusted his old white cap from the Navy, preserved from his days spent in 

Vietnam, and in a thick drawl he conjured a story from the past. “Remember Terry when you got 

your ass kicked by that big ol’ boy?” My grandpa’s older brother heckled him for a good laugh. 

Terry, my Grandpa, sipped on his whiskey, his red face getting even redder as he coughed and 

shook his head. “Nah it didn’t go down like that. I worked that boy hard, he was huge for 

Christ’s sake, just keep wailing his kidneys and giving him a hell of a time.” Grandpa defended 

his side of the story with a laugh and sip of his drink. But Ronnie only shook his head. “That’s 

not how it happened, you jumped on that boy’s back and he gave you a good thrashing. Sure 

did.” He chuckled, sipping his own beer, a facetious twinkle in his blue eyes. Grandpa laughed 

back, “Yeah that happened, but I held my own pretty good.” The two seemed to agree on that 

much, and they beamed at each other.   

The conversation soon came to a close when Ronnie and his family had to leave. We said 

our goodbyes and shortly after prepared our things to take our own leave. Grandma made sure I 

got to take what was left of the pumpkin pie home, along with a helping of brownies and 

cookies. And Grandpa made sure to say goodbye to each of us individually, He hugged each and 

every one of us, and finally made his way to me while Dad loaded up the truck with too many 

leftovers to count. I hugged him tighter than ever before, taking in the cigarettes, grill smoke and 

whiskey. They remind me of Grandpa as I wanted to remember him, rather than that clean, 

disinfected smell of the hospital.  
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Grandpa’s eyes are even bluer when they are filled with tears, and so are mine when he 

said to me, “Come see an old man sometime.” I fought back the urge to cry and nodded back, “I 

will.” 
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The Principles of Piercing 

 

For all the intimacy of the private piercing room, you only know each genital, each 

mouth, each nose, as ‘client.’ A gentleman calls ahead to make sure someone could switch out 

his PA standing for Prince Albert. Essentially the piercing consists of a hoop of some kind that 

goes through the head of the man’s penis. The procedure is horrifying to you. A tube gets 

inserted through the urethra to catch the needle as it punctured through the top. You’ve seen a lot 

of graphic things and piercing is not for the squeamish, but that piercing in particular has always 

been a difficult one to watch, let alone perform, so you’ve elected to change out jewelry when 

you absolutely had to and hand over the piercings to other piercers. So the client shows up, a 

rather tall balding businessman entirely unassuming, you never would have guessed he was 

rocking something like a Prince Albert, and for some reason there was an apprehension in his 

body language as soon as he enters the door. He has this tick where he scratches the top of his 

dome, reflecting the fluorescent lighting of the studio like an egg frying beneath the sun. Drops 

of sweat pool at his brow and he doesn’t know what to do with his hands. They go in and out of 

his pockets at regular intervals, inside for a question, outside for an answer. The double doors 

leading inside almost hit him as he makes his way through the entrance. The crescendo of metal 

music in the background takes him off guard and he jumps as Dio and the entirety of Black 

Sabbath blast through the speakers. In short he seems nervous and you have to coach him into 

becoming comfortable enough to lay on the piercing chair and get ready for the change. 

“Whenever you’re ready just go ahead and unzip your pants, I’ll be setting my station up for the 

removal.” You tell him in an almost clinical fashion, unwrapping the opening forceps. He does 

so, and the jewelry is a thick captive bead ring. Captives essentially use pressure against little 
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indentations on the ball to hold it in place, and the small ones are easy to pop off with one’s 

fingers, but the thick metal always needed tools. 

Admittedly there is awkwardness. And between not trying to make eye contact and being 

as gentle as possible exacerbated the awkwardness up until the jewelry is removed and he is free 

to pull his pants up again. You hope the experience was professional enough, and he leaves 

happily, leaving a generous tip of twenty dollars for your time. More often than not your tips are 

5 or even 15 dollars on a great day. You’re being paid to hold a stranger’s penis in gloved hands, 

take out the jewelry so it can be switched back when he returns, embodying such an intimate 

private space, and you only know the man by the title of client. 

When learning the mechanics, you practice with pads and play jewelry, making sure to 

catch the threading and not strip it, and perhaps one of the hardest concepts to learn had to be 

taught on live participants. The fabled chase. For most piercings the essentials include the proper 

needle and jewelry. There are many other tools and tricks depending on location and size, but for 

the purpose of explaining the chase, you assume you’re only dealing with the needle and jewelry. 

The chase is a technique to minimize tissue damage from the threading as it passing through the 

channel, or rather the hole created by the puncture wound. Ideally the needle is at least halfway 

through, and there is enough room in the back to press the thread jewelry against and in one 

magic motion, the needle punctures all the way through to be replaced with the jewelry. If you 

fuck it up (which you will) the piercing is botched. 

The body is a miraculous machine designed to keep foreign objects out, and you as a 

body modification professional determine ways to keep that from happening. Depending on 

location the new hole can close up in a matter of minutes or less, especially in the mouth. Which 

is why you hated oral piercings the most. 
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Figure 1:

Not only are you practically wrist deep in someone’s mouth, but also there are a lot of 

tricks that go into handling such a slick workspace. Lips are the easier side of the spectrum. The 

mark doesn’t have to be in a precise location aside from client preference. The labret and 

Monroe have an aesthetic appeal lost if misplaced. The end of the procedure covers your gloves 

in saliva and blood, both of course being incredibly tricky when attempting to chase jewelry and 

attach the proper balls and ends to them. You remember all but successfully completed your first 

lip piercing. You mark the customer correctly, clamp, puncture, and bring the jewelry ready to 

chase, when your grip slips, and you let out an audible, soul wrenching “Ooops” as you botch the 
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piercing and send the client home to come back another day for a complimentary piercing from 

an actual professional. You hate fucking up. You feel piercing is supposed to be easy, and yet 

there was an incredibly technical aspect to it you’ve never considered. 

*** 

Piercing people for a living make it hard to empathize with them. You are paid to hurt 

people. When you start every client is an ordeal. Your palms are sweaty rainforests covered with 

a thin veil of white latex. Your heart drums Metallica. Your mind projects the worst extents of 

your imagination. And with time it changes. You change. It becomes commonplace. The usual. 

And you can’t articulate exactly when it happens. 

You are no older than twenty when a fresh face enters the shop. She wears short blond 

hair, glasses and a look of anticipation and giddiness when she describes her desire for a navel 

piercing. “I’ve waited for so long to do this on my own since Mom and Dad refuse to take me. I 

can’t wait to show it off to all my friends. This isn’t going to hurt is it?” She asks you, and you 

shake your head, “Of course it’s going to hurt, but it isn’t bad.” You promise back.  The piercing 

itself is routine to you by then, even though you recall with a certain displeasure at how difficult 

the piercing can prove to be, especially when there wasn’t enough room to pinch skin, and in 

some cases, too much room, which is a whole different problem. But you distinctly remember 

her being in between, enough that you aren’t concerned about the procedure. You take her ID, 

draft the paperwork, and prepare your station after she picks out the jewelry. You lay her down 

on the piercing chair after cleaning her stomach, that black leather adjustable seat that can be 

arranged in a variety of positions and heights, making the proper mark, and have her check it out 

in the mirror. One of your favorite practices is explaining the ordeal from start to finish. No 

confusion. “Yes this is going to hurt. But deep breaths and we’re going to get through this 
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together.” You promise. She is so caught up in her adrenaline rush she doesn’t realize you’re 

talking to her.  

You are both set. You have the needle ready. Some people like countdowns, but the 

anticipation element alone makes some people stop before the action starts, and it’s simply too 

much pressure. You always advocate deep breaths. And you explain on the second to third breath 

you always get going with it. Deep breathes. Deep! You swear the needle isn’t half-way through 

yet when she arches up, eyes blazing with disdain, demanding that you stop, placating and 

pleading with you, why oh why were you doing this to her? You follow through, and chase the 

jewelry before she realizes all that had transpired. You remind her that she elected for the 

piercing, and you are only doing your job. But her labored breathing is all you get in response. 

“You did such a great job! I wish it wasn’t so sore but I love it!” She exclaims, but you still 

detect a hint of animosity in her body language and responses, and your extended aftercare seems 

to wash over her without true comprehension. The paper copy will have to suffice.  

*** 

You are repeatedly thrust into such an intimate space with people, coaching them through 

pain while attempting to satisfy their desires for instant gratification even though swelling, 

redness, and blood of course are all part of the process. Blood bothers you to some extent. But 

not for long. You grow numb to it. Your hands are always covered in it. There are times you 

perform nostril piercings that are the equivalent to turning on a bloody faucet on blast, burning 

through an armada of q-tips and paper towels for the clients who decide not read the paperwork 

about taking blood thinners, alcohol and various other drugs before showing up.  
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Figure 2:

You bend the needle in your latex-covered grip; careful not to push too far with your 

index and thumb for the almost right angle you need for the rook piercing. The Rook is one of 

the more complicated inner ear piercings, not necessarily because there is a lot of skill involved 

with performing it but due to its location. Your client purses her cherry-coated lips as you coach 

her, “Now take a deep breath.” She swallows a gulp of air, and as soon as her chest rises, you 

push with the needle as hard as you can. The crunch is unmistakable. She winces and cries out as 

the flesh is punctured. A chunk of cartilage hangs off the tip of the needle like a scoop of ice 

cream. Her ear saturates in blood and you’re applying the gauze, bent needle still sticking out of 

her ear while she starts to cry. You try to console her with the soft, soothing placations of “You 

did a great job, I know you’re going to love it.” And she does, “Thank you so much, it was so 

worth it. Can’t wait until post this.” her teary eyes blink with contentment in the piercing room 
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mirror, abstract deco pieces and grinning skeleton paintings staring back at her. You don’t know 

her by her name, she might as well be a Susan, or Catherine, but she is probably neither. For all 

the intimacy of that private piercing room space that we’ve shared, this scenario plays out again 

and again, you only know her as client. It’s easier with distance. It’s harder piercing people you 

know. You see your work on them often. The strangers, your clients, disappear when they leave. 

You think it’s better that way. 

*** 

Before you’re piercing professionally you’re particularly shy of bodies. Ideally anyone 

who comes in needs no more than a recommendation for jewelry and a quick free jewelry change 

if necessary. You fondly remember being 15 years old when an older woman, absolutely stacked 

and stunning, comes in asking for nipple jewelry. You invite her to the piercing room, pluck 

some various bar lengths for her to judge, and are about to excuse yourself from the room when 

she exposes herself, literally whipping her breasts out for you to switch out without a moment’s 

hesitation. Your face has never felt more hot, red or flustered while you stumble and mumble 

through your words and recommendations, attempting to professionally handle her bosom and 

make pleasant conversation at the same time. You cannot begin to imagine what a blundering 

teenage idiot you must have been, but at the same time it was a pivotal moment in reconciling 

some of the anxieties you carried with the expectations, privileges and responsibilities of your 

profession. And with the key emphasis here that you have no prior experience and are neither 

qualified nor exactly old enough to be entrusted with the position. So you feign it. She assumes 

you are the piercer, a little young she notices, but not enough to deter her from her shopping. 

“Thanks for your time.” She kindly says with a smile and a 10-dollar tip. This is the first time a 

woman has handed you money for handling her breasts. It is an odd feeling. You can’t articulate 
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it but it makes an impression on you nonetheless. You hardly notice anything but the woman as 

she leaves, the noise of the studio is muted in that instant and you smile. And for every inspiring 

example of the perks of piercings, you have ten examples that were the very antithesis of 

pleasant, enjoyable or even worth getting paid for in your opinion. You don’t have the luxury of 

choosing your clients. 

The first piercing you ever perform by yourself is the hardest to get through. Describing 

your first as an ordeal doesn’t do the plethora of emotions you struggle through justice, and it is 

important you acknowledge and relate this experience as truly as you can. You clearly remember 

waiting for the door to open and the bell to jingle with a sense of apprehension building in your 

stomach. You tell your boss you can handle yourself while he and the head piercer are out of 

town. You tell them you are ready. And you have to be for sure because no one is around to help 

if you make a mistake. You finally step into the sphere of an adult charged with incredible 

responsibility for other people’s bodies. AC/DC plays in the background, and you think for a 

moment that it might be a dead day after all, and perhaps no one is going to come in for piercings 

today when your first client enters with her bug shades, purple blouse and commanding figure. 

“Hi there, I’m Molly. I’d like a Monroe please.” She says in a thick southern bell accent, 

pointing to her upper lip, where the mark should go, and you nod, trying desperately to look 

confident. Once the paperwork is complete, you usher her into the back piercing room, covered 

in small paintings from our artists, one of Clint Eastwood as the Man with No Name and another 

of Bob Marley hang adjacent to each other on the south wall as you open the various containers 

holding gauze, tips, and of course the needles and jewelry. You take a toothpick with a purple 

marking fluid, gentian oil, and make your mark. It’s off. Bad. You clean it up and try again. And 

again. Third time is the charm. 
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Your face already feels hot. Beads of sweat pool against your brow. You’re coaching her, 

but in reality you’re coaching yourself as you explain the process. “I’m going to apply forceps 

here, holding your lip in place, take deep breaths, and when I push, I have to leave them on to get 

the ball in place. Then we’re done.” That is the game plan and promise. You tell her to breath 

deep, and you push and puncture her lip, and she moves, not enough to throw off the mark but 

you remind her to keep still as you chase the jewelry and keep the forceps in place, your gloves 

already slick with her blood and saliva. You have to use extra gauze to dry them a little, and you 

fumble with the ball, almost dropping it before you manage to catch it in the palm of your glove. 

Catastrophe averted you twist the ball onto the threading. Her swollen lip has to be cleaned next. 

Piercing complete. Your heart slows down. The fear lingers like a grim reminder that this is only 

the beginning, and yet you feel a sense of pride and courage for enduring it anyways. “Why my 

oh my, look at that on my face! I love it, thank you dear for doing such a wonderful job. I’m glad 

I got someone who knows what they’re doing. Thank you so much.” You don’t know why the 

thank you she offers means so much to you. Then again she is your first client after all, and her 

name was Molly. 

Figure Credits 

1. www.publicenemytattoo.net

2. Pareesh Phulkar
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Tattooed 

When I decided to get tattooed for the first time my Dad set me aside and asked a simple 

question, “Are you prepared to change your life, the way people look at you, forever?” And I 

was. I grew up watching my Dad be discriminated against and celebrated with equal passion and 

intensity. The way cops put their hands near their guns when we passed or they stopped us on the 

road, the way drunks grabbed his arm, and soon my own, like we were objects to be viewed. In a 

sense, yes, we showcase art on our bodies, living art, but it became problematic when boundaries 

were ignored. And before tattooing became popular in American culture, right around when 

Dad’s business, Cat Tattoo in Addison, Texas opened, and even after, crossing cultural 

boundaries rooted in religious conservatism and a perception of tattoos as taboo created tension. 

For the longest time I was accustomed to people either loving or hating tattoos, and 

harboring extreme views for those heavily tattooed, whether positive or negative, it seemed 

everyone had a strong opinion about it one way or the other, and being the son of a tattoo artist 

put me in a very distinct, unorthodox position from most people unaware, and uninvolved with 

the world I grew up in. That’s what my Dad was trying to warn me of, but I already knew it so 

well. No matter how I personally felt about tattoos, which was fascination and adoration, 

regardless even if I was against it like my Mom, I’d be forever associated with tattooing because 

of my Dad and where I grew up. It was as much a part of me as my arms. In a way getting 

tattooed meant owning my background, and truly becoming a part of a community increasingly 

accepted as cool, but also looked down upon as sometimes fringe, undesirable, even sinful to the 

religious right so prevalent in Texas. 
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Yet even though certain conservatives bombarded my subculture with the tenants of their 

dogma, it was permissible to have religious tattoos and scripture. Countless clients attached bible 

verses to their ribs or Jesus fish with theological words on their wrists such as Corinthians 3:17. 

Growing up with all the varied, strong opinions about tattoos in mind, I was very open 

about my background. I used it as a way to screen people. It made me friends that I enjoyed 

being around, such as art enthusiasts, and kept people I might not have enjoyed as much out of 

my life. Sometimes it was the reverse, there were people who liked tattoos that I didn’t enjoy, 

and upsettingly a few people who hated tattoos but were smart and enjoyable, and having tattoos 

and being around that divided my prospects with them, even on a friendly level. 

I never belonged to any clique in high school because I belonged to my own social group 

outside of the school, with people who were more than twice my age, and I think my background 

made a lot of kids either incredibly fascinated or uncomfortable. I never felt like I fit anywhere 

within those social circles, even though I knew people from many groups. 

A few years ago I found an image of a bald doctor in his lab coat on the left side and then 

the same man wearing a red shirt on the right picture in direct juxtaposition with one of his 

tattooed arms, fully sleeved in ink, exposed. It was all over the Internet a few years ago, and I 

liked it so much because it challenged the assumptions people have about the tattooed 

community. I’ve never known more kind, responsible, and artistic people in my life, willing to 

live their lives according to their own rules and views, challenging the presumptions imposed 

upon them by popular society. It was a lesson I took to heart, and so I never felt ashamed or 

embarrassed about it. 

 I remember a few would-be girlfriends whose parents denied me before I was ever 

tattooed simply on the grounds that my Dad was a heavily tattooed tattoo artist who owned his 
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own shop. They took one look at him, or even just heard about him, and decided he was a bad 

person. When in fact he successfully raised his two sons as a single father and supported us 

through school and college using the money from tattooing.  And the same can be said of cops 

who don’t like tattoos, and certain religious groups; including my own mother’s southern Baptist 

belief structure all hold a negative view of tattoos. I remember my mom saying, “I loved your 

father before he got those tattoos and changed.” And compare that to my father’s own thoughts, 

“I didn’t feel like I figured out who I was until after I got tattooed.” And I share his sentiment. I 

willingly gave up the appearance of a plain, middle-class white male for the tattoo sub-culture, 

knowing I might have a tougher time finding work, dealing with the authorities, and finding love, 

not only romantic but communal, in my life outside of the tattooed community. But the exchange 

was worth it. All that I received upon making the transition was validation and comfort. Some 

people have regret when they join. They didn’t put enough thought into their work, went too 

small, picked a bad spot, or the wrong artist. 

We still get clients who want white ink tattoos, so that they can claim to be tattooed but 

to pretend that they aren’t. To me they’re missing the point as much as asking if it hurts. It’s 

supposed to hurt. It’s supposed to stand out. It is art we wear on our flesh, paid in blood, lived, 

and celebrated even when we’re hated. 




